Mice with the enhanced green fluorescent protein gene knocked in to chromosome 11 exhibit normal transmission ratios.
Meiotic recombination between homologous chromosomes can be suppressed within a chosen segment by a regional inversion. In mice, this feature can be engineered and conveniently used in genetic screens to maintain chemically induced mutations within the homologous chromosome. The efficiency of an inversion-based mutagenesis screen can be substantially enhanced provided that the inversion chromosome and its wild-type (WT) homologue are both visibly tagged by two different coat color markers. Dual tagging eliminates labor associated with molecular genotyping. Previously, we reported the generation of the In(11)10Brd strain of mice carrying K14-agouti tagging a 30-cM inversion between the Trp53 and Egfr loci on mouse chromosome 11. Since K14-agouti causes yellowing of ears and tails, the In(11)10Brd mice are easily distinguishable from their WT littermates. In this paper, we describe the construction of a second strain of mice that carry the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) transgene at the Egfr locus. The EGFP carriers are visually recognizable by emitting green fluorescent light upon UV illumination. We found that the EGFP function was transmitted from one generation to another with expected Mendelian frequencies, and no detrimental effects of EGFP expression were detected in hemizygous or homozygous animals. The EGFP mice together with the previously generated In(11)10Brd inversion carriers constitute a complete set of reagents required for initiation of a regional ENU mutagenesis screen to address functionally more than one-third of mouse chromosome 11.